Soaring fossil gas costs drive up Slovakian electricity prices
Key findings
●

Slovakian wholesale electricity prices tripled from September 2020 to September
2021. From August to September alone the monthly average price soared by
€47/MWh (+55%)

●

Fossil gas prices have skyrocketed by almost €100/MWh since the start of 2021,
causing the electricity price surges

●

The accelerated deployment of domestic wind and solar generation can insulate
countries from future global fossil gas price volatility, but Slovakia’s commitments
are extremely unambitious

Soaring fossil gas costs
Slovakian fossil gas prices have skyrocketed since the start of 2021, with the day ahead
price surged by ~€100/MWh from €19/MWh on 1 January to €115/MWh on 6 October
(+500%).1
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In the absence of Slovakian spot gas prices the EU-benchmark TTF spot prices have been used.
Slovakian gas contracts are linked to Dutch TTF and German TEH prices, which have similar
settlement prices.

The soaring prices are due to a combination of factors: a cold northern hemisphere winter
depleted fossil gas storage levels; increased demand and prices in Asia and Latin America
resulted in liquefied natural gas (LNG) shipments being delivered there rather than to
Europe; global demand has risen as Covid-19 restrictions have been lifted; fossil gas
imports from Russia have not stepped up to meet the increase in European demand. This
highlights the risks associated with continued dependence on volatile imported fossil gas
that is highly susceptible to geopolitics and global events.

Fossil gas pushes up Slovakian electricity prices
This extreme fossil gas price volatility has significantly contributed to the wholesale
electricity price hike. The Slovakian day ahead electricity price has spiked from €42/MWh
on 1 January to a high of €271/MWh on 7 October.
The average monthly Slovakian wholesale electricity prices tripled (+195%) from
September 2020 to September 2021 - increasing by €88/MWh from €45/MWh to
€133/MWh. From August to September alone the monthly average price soared by
€47/MWh (+55%).

The cost of generating electricity from fossil gas, including the associated carbon
allowance costs, has increased fivefold to €150/MWh (September 2021) from €33/MWh
(September 2020).2 And while the price of carbon allowances has also risen over the same
period from €28/tonne to €61/tonne, its contribution to the increased cost of electricity
generation is minimal when compared to the fossil gas price.3 Analysing the fossil gas cost
component alone, it has surged by a huge €104/MWh (from €23/MWh to €127/MWh) in
twelve months.
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Fossil gas and CO2 cost calculations based on a carbon intensity factor of 0.37 tCO2eq / MWh
electricity and a fossil gas plant efficiency rate of 55% (Lower Heating Value). They do not include
operating and maintenance costs.
3
This equates to a carbon cost increase of €12/MWh for a fossil gas plant with carbon intensity factor
of 0.37 tCO2eq / MWh.

Carbon allowances are not to blame. Since April, EU-benchmark imported fossil gas and
hard coal prices have risen exponentially whereas carbon prices have been relatively flat in
comparison. It is more appropriate to say that the spike in fossil gas prices has caused the
recent increase in carbon prices due to a temporary switch to coal generation in some EU
countries

Are energy price spikes impacting inflation rates?
Slovakia’s annual inflation rate rose to 3.8% in August, up from 3.3% in July. This is the
highest rate since October 2012.

Slovakia’s Consumer Price Index for Housing, water, electricity, gas and other fuels was
261.2 in August

Harmonised inflation (HICP) rose to 3.3% in August. However, this breakdown from the
European Central Bank reveals that the increase was not caused by housing, electricity and
gas. Perhaps the recent energy price shocks have not yet fed through to the overall inflation
rate.

This specific sector inflation rate is moving in the opposite direction to the rest of the
european area

Renewables are key to lower electricity prices
The majority of Slovakia’s electricity is produced from nuclear power plants (55%). However,
Slovakia is exposed to fossil gas volatility because it accounts for 10% of its electricity
generation and due to the interconnectivity of the European electricity and gas systems.
Replacing fossil gas-fired generation with domestic wind and solar capacity would reduce
these risks as gas power plants would set the electricity price for fewer hours.

Wind and solar are not exposed to fuel price shocks and the cost of generating electricity
from these sources has collapsed in recent years.
Interestingly, the latest IEA Projected Costs of Generating Electricity report indicates that
the Levelised Cost Of Electricity (LCOE) for nuclear generation in Slovakia has actually
increased by US$48.2/MWh (€41.5/MWh) from US$98/MWh to US$146/MWh since its
2010 report.4
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This is based on a 10% discount rate for both 2010 and 2020.

Technological advances also mean that variable renewables are rapidly becoming much
more reliable energy sources.
And domestic wind and solar provide local employment and just transition opportunities,
which imported fossil gas does not.

Slovakia’s renewable energy plans are found lacking
According to its National Energy and Climate Plan (NECP), Slovakia plans to have 27% of its
electricity consumption provided by renewable energy sources by 2030, well below the EU
average of 59%.

This equates to an increase of only six percentage points over the next decade, the second
slowest growth rate in the EU.

Furthermore, the NECP indicates that Slovakia has extremely low ambitions in terms of
wind and solar deployment. Only 6.4% of its consumption will be supplied by wind and
solar generation in 2030 - the lowest in the whole EU.

Slovakia planned to hold its first auction for new renewable installations in February 2020.
It was for 30MW of capacity with guaranteed feed-in tariffs for 15 years. The maximum
price that could be offered for wind and solar was set at €84.98/MWh. Unfortunately, it was
cancelled due to Covid-19 and has not been rearranged.
Slovakia needs to reassess its renewable energy commitments and incentivise investment
into domestic wind and solar deployment and enhanced system flexibility.
With the European winter approaching and supply issues remaining, the volatile fossil gas
prices look set to continue. The need to accelerate the deployment of domestic renewable
generation has never been more apparent or urgent.
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